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Breguet, the innovator.
Classique Hora Mundi 5717

An invitation to travel across the continents and oceans illustrated on
three versions of the hand-guilloché lacquered dial, the Classique Hora
Mundi is the first mechanical watch with an instant-jump time-zone display.
Thanks to a patented mechanical memory based on two heart-shaped
cams, it instantly indicates the date and the time of day or night in a given
city selected using the dedicated pushpiece. History is still being written...
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Mille Miglia 2014
Racing in style
SINCE 1988, CHOPARD IS PARTNERING THE “CORSA PIÙ BELLA DEL MONDO”. THE MILLE MIGLIA 2014
CHRONOGRAPH PAYS TRIBUTE TO THE HISTORICAL CARS TAKING PART IN THE MOST RENOWNED OF
THE CLASSIC CAR RACES. WITH ITS VINTAGE DETAILS AND ITS GENTLEMAN’S DRIVER-STYLE
PERSONALITY, THIS LIMITED EDITION IS THE MOST ITALIAN OF THE MILLE MIGLIA WATCHES.
With its red tachometric scale and hands, white dial
and green minute circle, it flies the colours of the
Italian’s flag. This watch is endowed with a strong
character and pays tribute to the oldest cars taking
part in the race. That is why the strap made in
rubber with a 1960s Dunlop racing tyre-tread motif
has been replaced by a version in overstitched
Barenia calfskin reminiscent of the bonnet straps on
the most venerable participants in the race.
The red arrow-shaped Mille Miglia logo appears on the dial as well as on the sapphire crystal caseback. The contemporary Mille Miglia 2014 watch is thus dominated by vintage detailing. The slender
cursive dial fonts are inspired by the 1920s. The lugs holding the strap are soldered rather than
screwed in. This traditional technique considerably complicates the task of producing and polishing
the case of this model. Radiating an undeniably masculine aura, this limited edition of 2014 pieces in
steel and 250 pieces in rose gold is a watch that is discreet in both size and spirit. The Mille Miglia
2014 is equipped with a self-winding chronograph movement. Chopard ensures its performances by
submitting all its movements to the COSC (Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute) which
guarantee their precision.
While the Mille Miglia race is
indeed impressive to watch
in terms of the beautiful
vehicles taking part, it is also
awarded by very discerning
criteria
precision

involving
and

peerless
technical

mastery. In the same way,
the Mille Miglia 2014 shines
as

much by its outward

aesthetic appeal as by its
rigorous mechanical heart.
Chopard Boutique is located in Marina Mall, Abu Dhabi
For further information, please email march@amij.com or call +971 2 681 2233

EVENTS & TRENDS

DUBAI DUTY FREE TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS

EVENTS & TRENDS
THIS FEBRUARY 2015

T

he Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championships is the region’s premier tennis event. Taking place as part of
both the ATP and WTA world tours, it sees the best tennis players in the world go head to head for what is
widely considered one of the most popular tournaments on the circuit.
In February 2014, Roger Federer and Serena Williams claimed victory defeating the likes of Del Potro,
Djokovic, Jankovic and Radwanska

UAE WOODEN
POWERBOAT RACE

FEB 15 - 28, 2015

T

his championship preserves the rich heritage
of the UAE’s forefathers and demonstrates the
country’s centuries old marine traditions. Rapidly
growing in popularity, the UAE wooden powerboat
race now has up to 25 boats competing from GCC
countries. Wooden powerboats are locally known
as ‘Al Shawaheef’ and are piloted by one or two
drivers. The 28 ft. boats are built of wood and
modern composites as fiberglass are prohibited.

VOICES OF BRILLIANCE

B

rilliance of Voices-Established in 1993, the Ensemble
Corund is one of Switzerland’s oldest professional
choirs. They specialize in renaissance, baroque and
modern contemporary music. They take their name from
the corundum, a type of sapphire, musically inspired
by its color, brilliance, purity, transparency, delicacy,
durability, density, resistance, and crystalline precision!

FEB 06, 2015, ABU DHABI CORNICHE BREAKWATER, ABU DHABI

FEB 07, 2015

H.H. SHEIKH SULTAN BIN ZAYED
AL NAHYAN CAMEL FESTIVAL 2015

T

he popular festival hosts traditional camel races,
beauty contests and a Saluki race. Besides the races and
competitions, the public will be treated with an exciting
line-up of heritage and entertainment programmes including
traditional games, Yolla, falconry and Emirati cuisine and
traditional Majlis.
Held under the patronage of H.H. Sheikh Sultan bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, the President’s Representative and Chairman of
the Emirates Heritage Club (EHC), the H.H. Sheikh Sultan bin
Zayed Al Nahyan Camel Festival2015 is aimed to revive and
safeguard the age-old tradition of camel sports that forms an
integral part of the UAE’s rich heritage. The festival brings
tremendous success in stimulating the economic activity
around Sweihan, the city which plays a gracious host to
thousands of camel sports enthusiasts from across the UAE
amidst a festive atmosphere.

FEB 01 - FEB 14, 2015, SWEIHAN CITY, ABU DHABI
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LIVESCRIBE ECHO SMARTPEN

T

his is the scanner that saves treasured photos
directly to an iPad while it docks and charges the device.
Controlled by a free app, the sheet-fed scanner makes
it simple to preserve and share heirloom photos and
documents as digital files. In as little as 12 seconds, a
photo is converted to a crisp 300- or 600-dpi color JPEG
image that is displayed on screen in real time and saved
to the iPad’s camera roll. The integrated dock holds the
iPad upright and has a built-in Lightning connector that
recharges its battery in five hours.

DIGITAL IN A SNAP

T

he Livescribe Echo Smartpen allows you to record audio while you’re taking notes, and then play
them back later. You can save and share interactive notes to your computer, iPad or iPhone via a
micro-USB connector that also allows you to recharge your pen. The memory storage holds 400 or 800
hours of recorded audio, depending on the model, and includes an OLED display that makes it easy to
navigate smartpen apps.
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THE GULFSTREAM G650

Sonata Streamline
Self-winding. Patented manufacture movement with
Silicium technology and 24 hour alarm and countdown.
Titanium case with ceramic bezel.
Also available with 18ct gold bezel.
W W W . U LY S S E - N A R D I N . C O M

Al Maryah Island

Yas Mall, Yas Island 02 565 0054

THE GULFSTREAM G650
THE BUSINESS JET THAT IS SETTING NEW WORLD

STANDARDS IN PERFORMANCE, COMFORT AND SPEED

H

the cabin is pressurized to a comfortable
3,000 feet allowing passengers to arrive at
their destination feeling more refreshed and
alert.

ailed as the

“HOLY GRAIL OF
PRIVATE JETS,”
the Gulfstream G650 is a business jet
unmatched in size, comfort, and speed. It
can carry between 11 and 18 people in its
longer, wider cabin, and travel at a speed
of up to Mach 0.925, nearly the speed of
sound.

In October 2014, Business Insider called the
$65 million private business jet

Produced by Gulfstream Aerospace, the
G650 program was initiated in 2005, introduced to the world in 2008, and had its first
flight in 2009.

and as of November 2014, Gulfstream
finalized 100 G650 aircrafts for millionaires
around the world with many more on the
waiting list to receive this sleek and cutting
edge private jet, boasting twin Rolls-Royce
R725 engines.

“THE BIGGEST, FASTEST AND
OVERALL BEST PRIVATE JET
MONEY CAN BUY.”

With a total weight of less than 45,400 kg,
the Gulfstream G650 can land at smaller
airports, therefore avoiding busy commercial
airports. Its sleek, pristine wings allow for a
smoother and quieter flight experience, and
its interior is designed for maximum luxury
and comfort. Large windows allow for maximum natural light to flood the cabin, which
is designed to have cleaner, fresher air than
on commercial flights.
At a cruise speed of Mach 0.85 to 0.9, passengers aboard the G650 can fly from Los
Angeles to London in 30 minutes less than
any commercial flight, and an hour less from
New York to Tokyo. In addition, the state of
the art jet is designed with the lowest pressurized cabin altitude of any other business
aircraft. At a cruise altitude of 41,000 feet,
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LUXURY TRAVEL

ONE & ONLY
ONE AND ONLY UNVEILS WATER VILLAS
WITH PRIVATE POOL IN MALDIVES

T

he newly redesigned Water Villas with
Pools now feature private fresh-water infinity
pools (measuring nearly 325 square feet
each), luxurious day beds and generous
verandas with hammocks suspended from
the decks. The 850-square-foot Water Villas
with Pools combine comfort with an Asianinfluenced design style that incorporates
vivid color schemes, tropical materials
and natural textures. Perched above the
crystal clear waters of the Indian Ocean,
these private sanctuaries are located in an
intimate cluster of four villas configured in
such a way that even guests in adjacent
villas are completely unaware of one
another. No other resort in the Maldives
offers as much space and exclusivity as
the all-villa One&Only Reethi Rah and
these newly enhanced villas are ideal for
couples, families or friends wanting to
unwind in serene privacy while basking in
the Maldivian sun.

All villas on property enjoy spectacular
ocean views, direct access to the secluded
lagoon and come with a dedicated
concierge. Situated on one of the largest
Maldivian islands in the North Male Atoll,
guests can enjoy a variety of watersports,
land-based activities, fine dining and a
world-class spa.
One&Only Reethi Rah, the ultimate
Maldivian luxury hideaway, has just unveiled
six new Water Villas with Pools, offering
guests a sleekly designed new over-water
accommodation option and an absolutely
unprecedented level of privacy

Surrounded by the crystal blue waters of the
Indian Ocean, One&Only Reethi Rah is an
ultra-luxury stand-alone villa resort offering
an unrivaled level of style and privacy in a
tropical oasis.
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ZERMATT SKI TOWN
THE SWISS SKI TOWN OFF ZERMATT
CELEBRATES 150TH ANNIVERSARY.

F

ebruary may be popularly synonymous
with Valentine’s Day, but to any snow sports
enthusiast, February is also peak ski season.
The spotlight this year is on the Swiss ski
town of Zermatt, which happens to celebrate
its 150th anniversary of the first Matterhorn
ascent.
The picturesque town of Zermatt is located
in the German-speaking canton of Visp, with
unrivalled views of the majestic Matterhorn
as the backdrop. For that reason alone,
Zermatt boasts one of the most sought after
slopes in the world for serious skiers. After
all, it features nine out of ten of Europe’s
highest mountains.
Setting foot in Zermatt is just the beginning
of your preferred method of transportation
within the town. There are practically no
cars buzzing on the streets since 1961, bar
the eco friendly bus and taxi. To actually
arrive into Zermatt, the last town accessible
by car is Täsch. From there, you can hop
on a 12-minute shuttle train ride into town.
A more exclusive and speedy alternative is
via Air Zermatt, a helicopter that will whisk
you directly from the airport into the ski town.

The trip ranges between 15 minutes (Sion)
to an hour (Basel), depending on which
Swiss airport you arrive at.
Zermatt is easily navigable by foot, and
takes around an hour or so to tour the
entire town. Bahnhofstrasse is the main
street peppered with cafes and boutiques.
Meanwhile, traditional old wooden houses
dating back 500 years ago can be
spotted in Kirchplatz, or “church square”.
Numerous chapels and churches can also
be found in and around Zermatt. If you’ve
started the day with skiing and are too tired
to walk around, horse-drawn carriages are
a more traditional and charming option to
explore the town.

modern spa and wellness centres. For
something extra special, plan a hiking trip
to one of the lookouts and witness the sun
rising over the Matterhorn, or pack a fondue
kit and head out to enjoy a picnic with a
view. Or for something a bit quirkier, enjoy
a mug of mulled wine at the igloo village.

Hopping on one of the funiculars, the
highest in Europe, will carry you to the Klein
Matterhorn area, where you will begin your
day of hitting the powder. If you’re not
keen to visit the ski and snowboard rental
shops, there are other activities to keep
you occupied without compromising the
ethereal and regal atmosphere of town and
landscape. Restaurants and cafes dot the
area, and provide one of the best alfresco
dining experiences imaginable.

However, just before your holiday comes to
an end, make sure to travel to Gornergrat for
the ultimate Matterhorn photo-op platform,
standing at 3,089 metres above sea level.
Whether you visit Zermatt to get your
adrenaline rush, nature fix, or any other
escapist excuse, tag your loved one
along for a magical winter and valentine’s,
because 2015 is Zermatt’s year to sparkle.

It’s established that Zermatt is a skier
magnet, but it is equally a romance magnet.
Couples can enjoy cosy candlelit dinners
in secluded forest cabins or indulge in
a gastronomic experience in one of the
wine lounges. Couples can also relax and
pamper themselves in one of dozens of
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AVIATION

AEROMOBIL
IS IT A CAR? IS IT A PLANE? ITS AEROMOBIL

P

erhaps one of the cooler things about
the Jetsons, was the fact that they had a
flying car – a concept that we’re all too
familiar with in futuristic movies nowadays.
There have been quite a few attempts
at producing flying cars. Most of them
unfortunately lack aesthetic quality, and
are mostly too wide and too long to be of
practical use on the roads. However the
AeroMobil, seems to have taken all this into
consideration. It’s a seamlessly integrated
flying car that transforms from automobile
into an airplane in mere seconds…and it
looks good too.
As a car it fits into any standard parking
space, uses regular gasoline, and can be
used in road traffic just like any other car.
As a plane it can use any airport in the
world, but can also take off and land using
any grass strip or paved surface just a

few hundred meters long. As a plane, the
AeroMobil can hit airspeeds of up to 200
km/h, has a range of 700km, and a fuel
consumption of 15 litres per hour.
As a car, the AeroMobil has a top speed
of 160 km/h, a range of 875km, and a fuel
consumption of 8 litres every 100km.
The current prototype, the AeroMobil 3.0,
is predominantly built from advanced
composite material – this includes its body,
wings, and wheels. The AeroMobil also
features avionics equipment, autopilot
and an advanced parachute deployment
system. It also boasts a host of other
advanced technologies, such as a variable
angle of attack of the wings that significantly
shortens the take-off requirements, and
sturdy suspension that enables it to take-off
and land even at relatively rough terrain.
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FOUR SEASONS
FOUR SEASONS TAKES ITS RENOWNED
HOSPITALITY TO THE SKIES

T

he luxury hospitality brand has just
introduced the Four Seasons Jet, the
industry’s first fully branded private jet
experience. Each journey includes air
travel and ground transportation, planned
excursions, all meals throughout the trip and
luxurious accommodations exclusively at
Four Seasons.

“TAKING OUR LEGENDARY
SERVICE TO THE SKIES IS
A NATURAL EXTENSION OF
WHAT WE’VE BEEN DOING IN
OUR HOTELS FOR MORE THAN
50 YEARS,”
says Susan Helstab, Executive Vice
President Marketing, Four Seasons Hotels
and Resorts. What this extension means
to the discerning traveler is individually
handcrafted leather flatbed seats, globally
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inspired cuisine and signature Four Seasons
service – on board and on the ground. With
Four Seasons on the fuselage and the iconic
Four Seasons logo on the tail, a Boeing 757
has been completely retrofitted to feature
interiors and exterior design customized by
the company’s team of design experts.
There’s also global in-flight Wi-Fi to keeps
guest and staff connected, so that spa
treatments, tee times, private excursions
and more can be arranged. All this only to
augment the bespoke itineraries.
Beginning in February 2015, the Four
Seasons Jet will transport 52 guests at a
given time. The new jet, including staff and
crew, may also be privately chartered with a
Four Seasons hotel stay required.
COURTESY. WWW.FOURSEASONS.COM
AROUNDTHEWORLD/. ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED
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BOATS & YACHTS

SEALINE C330
A LOOK AT THE FUN SEALINE C330

T

he Sealine C330 is a two-cabin
design that allows owners to choose
equipment, materials and colors to create a
personalized boat.
Standard power is a 330-horsepower Volvo
Penta D6 Duoprop sterndrive engine that
produces a cruising speed of 25 knots
and a top speed of 26 knots. For a little
more oomph, options include a single
400-horsepower Volvo Penta D6 Duoprop
sterndrive generating a cruising speed of
30 knots and a top end of 31 knots; a pair
of 170-horsepower Volvo Penta D3 Duoprop
sterndrives driving a cruising speed of 26
knots and a top hop of 27 knots; and a pair
of 220-horsepower Volvo Penta D3 Duoprop
sterndrives that push the hull to a cruise of
30 knots and top out at 31 knots

space to create the feeling of a larger boat.
Oversized hull windows and large hatches
allow for extra light and fresh air, and
everything from headroom to berth size has
been pushed to its limits, according to the
builder. A sliding roof opens electrically to
create a fully indoor-outdoor space.
On board are a galley, a seating area and
a helm station. A glass door separates
the salon and cockpit and can be opened
to create an uninterrupted gathering
space. A refrigerator can be added in the
cockpit, and a sun lounge that converts to
a dinette can be ordered atop the cabin
superstructure forward of the coach roof.
Base price is a little more than $200,000
(€164,950).
COURTESY OF WWW.SEALINE.COM

Bill Dixon penned the Sealine 330’s design,
attempting to use every inch of onboard

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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LUXURY SETS SAIL

LUXURY SETS SAIL
S

ailing the open waters has held a
special magic for generations of travellers
and explorers, but cruise companies are
taking the experience to new heights of
indulgence. Recent months have seen the
introduction of a host of new services that
not only break ground in terms of style
and comfort, but also go well beyond the
standard sea-and-sun destinations.
Miami-based cruise operator Regent Seven
Seas has started taking bookings this
month for the Seven Seas Explorer, which
it bills as the most luxurious ship ever built.
Accommodation on the 750-guest vessel
is confined exclusively to designer suites.
The top of the line Regent Suite spans over
300 square meters and includes a verdant
garden, wraparound balcony and private
butler service, as well as a personalised
guide, car and driver in every port. Among
the on-board facilities are an ornate,
cabaret-style theatre that hosts everything
from cooking demonstrations to Broadwayquality theatrical performances, multiple
restaurant and lounges, and an extensive
spa offering a range of therapeutic and
beauty treatments. Appropriate for a
ship with a breezy, Mediterranean theme
throughout, the Seven Seas Explorer will
make its maiden voyage from Monte Carlo to
Venice next year, with stops throughout the
French Riviera, Spain, Italy and Croatia.

TRANQUIL RIVERS
Those in search of a more intimate escape
may want to look into the latest offerings
from Uniworld, a boutique cruise line that
specialises in unique journeys down some
of the world’s greatest rivers. The company

has unveiled several updated itineraries
for 2015, including an 11-day sailing down
the mighty Yangtze River from China’s
historic capital Beijing to the bright lights
and dynamism of financial hub Shanghai.
The trip takes in everything from the Great
Wall to the dramatic limestone landscapes
of the Three Gorges region, all from a
500-foot, European-designed vessel that
incorporates two restaurants, a cinema, an
indoor lap pool and fitness centre and two
spacious presidential suites.
Uniworld also runs week-long excursions
along the Mekong River, a lifeline that spills
from the Tibetan plateau through the lush
tropical lowlands of Vietnam and Cambodia.
Highlights include the majestic stone ruins
of Angkor Wat, once the largest religious
complex in the world, and the beautifully
preserved colonial architecture of the
Vietnamese capital Hanoi, as well as the
picturesque fishing villages en route where
life has remained largely unchanged for
centuries.

The gradual opening up of nearby Myanmar
(Burma) has also created new cruising
possibilities on the country’s Irrawaddy
River, which winds from the northern city of
Mandalay, once the seat of Burmese royalty,
to the crowded markets and gold-sheathed
pagodas of commercial centre Yangon.
Deluxe travel operator Belmond, renowned
for its iconic Eastern & Oriental Express
train service, has introduced a new 200-foot
vessel, the Orcaella, that accommodates
only 50 guests and is specially designed
to navigate some of the Irrawaddy’s less
accessible tributaries, allowing guests to
explore little-visited caves, teak forests and
temples – even exclusive colonial-era golf
courses. With nearly one crew member per
guest, the Orcaella’s lavish suites are fitted
with traditional silks and woodwork, but also
offer contemporary amenities like satellite
TV and iPod docking stations – as well as
unmatched views of the river.

ON-BOARD DISCOVERY
While the new breed of cruises has plenty
for those in search of pampering, some also
offer intellectual substance. Upmarket cruise
line Silversea recently struck a partnership
with the UK’s Royal Geographical
Society to provide exclusive historic and
geographical insights, as well as the chance
to interact with experts, to guests sailing
for scientifically rich destinations such as
Antarctica and the Arctic. The company has
also become one of the first operators to
offer cruise services to the Galapagos, an
archipelago of volcanic islands well known
as a treasure trove of biological diversity.
With so many new options emerging, there’s
more reason than ever to relax and enjoy a
form of travel that’s still steeped in mystique,
and moves at a welcome slower pace.

HOW TO GET THERE:
REGENT SEVEN SEAS:
WWW.RSSC.COM
UNIWORLD: WWW.UNIWORLD.COM
BELMOND: WWW.BELMOND.COM
SILVERSEA: WWW.SILVERSEA.COM
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LIFESTYLE & FASHION

ACURA NSX
REBIRTH OF AN ICON: NEXT GENERATION
ACURA NSX UNVEILED

A

cura takes the wraps off its highly
anticipated next-generation NSX supercar,
designed to deliver a groundbreaking

“NEW SPORTS EXPERIENCE”
Twenty-five years after the debut of the
original, paradigm-shifting NSX supercar,
Acura revealed the production version
of its highly anticipated successor—the
next-generation Acura NSX, developed
and produced in the U.S.—to the world’s
auto media at the 2015 North American
International Auto Show today. The
production model, in a scintillating NSX Red
finish, took the stage with a growl from its
twin-turbocharged engine.
The next generation NSX showcases
the production styling, design and
specifications of Acura’s mid-engine sports
hybrid supercar, and Acura announced
key details of the all-new vehicle’s design
and performance. The company will begin
accepting custom orders for the new NSX
starting in the summer, with customer
deliveries expected later in the year.
Specifically created to bring a “new sports
experience” to the supercar segment, the
NSX challenges conventional beliefs about
supercars — much as the first generation
did a quarter century ago. The approach is
realized through an all-new power unit—a
twin-turbocharged 75-degree DOHC
V6 engine with a 9-speed dual clutch
transmission (DCT) and three-electric motor
Sport Hybrid system—integrated with an
ultra-rigid and lightweight multi-material

body with world’s-first material applications
and manufacturing processes. Developed
under the concept of a “human-centered
supercar,” a car that puts the driver first
in every aspect of its design, the nextgeneration NSX will leverage its state-of-theart hybrid supercar power unit, body and
chassis to deliver exceptionally intuitive and
immediate response to driver inputs.

“OUR COMMITMENT WAS
TO CREATE AN ALL-NEW
NSX THAT IS TRUE TO
THE HERITAGE OF NSX A
SUPERCAR THAT DELIVERS A
NEW DRIVING EXPERIENCE,
ONE WHERE EVERY PART OF
THE VEHICLE IS RESPECTFUL
OF THE SMARTEST PART OF
THE CAR, THE DRIVER,”
said Mike Accavitti, senior vice president
and general manager of the Acura
division. “The soul of a car is the emotional
connection it makes with the driver. With the
NSX, that connection will be intense and
immediate.”
As the pinnacle representation of Acura
performance and prestige, the NSX was
introduced at the auto show under the
theme of “Precision Crafted Performance.”
The theme was the original tagline for the
Acura brand, a guiding force behind the
development of the original NSX and a
critical component of its launch.
The development of next-generation NSX,
driven by precision crafted performance,
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has resulted in a clean-sheet design, which
involved nearly three years of intensive
development effort by a global design
and engineering team led by engineers
at the company’s development center in
Raymond, Ohio.

performance, with zero-delay acceleration
and exhilarating, confidence-inspiring
driving dynamics.”

“The NSX reflects Acura’s American roots
and makes a powerful statement about
the strong role being played by our North
American operations in envisioning and
building the future of Acura,” said Erik
Berkman, executive vice president of the
Acura Business Planning Office.

“The new NSX is a product of what we term
‘Interwoven Dynamic’ design,” said Michelle
Christensen, NSX exterior design project
leader. “It represents the ideal blending
of exotic sports car form and supercar
function.”

“OUR GLOBAL TEAM
EMBRACED THE CHALLENGE
TO CREATE A NEW SPORTS
CAR EXPERIENCE, LEVERAGING
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO
DELIVER INCREDIBLY VIVID
PERFORMANCE IN A VEHICLE
THAT RESPONDS INTUITIVELY
AND IMMEDIATELY TO THE
WILL OF THE DRIVER,”
said Ted Klaus, chief engineer and global
development leader of the new NSX.
“The NSX delivers pinnacle supercar

INTERWOVEN DYNAMIC
EXTERIOR DESIGN

The NSX body features classic low and
wide proportions married to modern and
alluring surfacing, an aggressive front
design, and tail lights that pays homage to
the original NSX. The signature side intake
and floating C-pillar collects air to feed the
mid-mounted engine and directs airflow
over the rear deck to increase downforce.
To accommodate the new longitudinally
mounted twin-turbo V6 and 9-speed DCT,
the production vehicle was lengthened
(+3 inches) and widened (+1 inch) with
a slightly more cab-forward package,
compared with the proportions of the NSX
Concept shown in 2012.
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HASSELBLAD
A CLOSER LOOK AT THE NEW HASSELBLAD STELLAR II
LUXURY CAMERA

H

asselblad is possibly the most iconic
camera brand in the world. It’s the company
that created the camera used in the US
lunar landing and is a firm favourite with
many of the world’s leading photographers,
particularly in the fields of fashion and
portraiture.
Over the past couple of years, Hasselblad
have used their high-end brand name to
dip their toes into the world of luxury. The
feedback to the Hasselblad luxury camera’s
from the dedicated photographic press
has been mixed, with some saying that the
brands luxury range of cameras is style
over substance, or re-branded existing
Sony products, even if this is the case – So
what? The Hasselblad luxury cameras are
not aimed at professional photographers,
but at people that enjoy luxury, appreciate
style, want something that looks great
and is at the same time highly-functional.
Sure, the Stellar, Lunar and HV cost more
than comparable cameras, but at the
same time, they carry the best name in the
photographic industry.

What many people fail to realize is that
much of the luxury industry is all about the
brand name, obviously quality and looks
and if you can afford them, who’s anyone
to say you can’t have what you want? You
can spend three or four times more for
a car with the “right” name compared to
another that can do exactly the same but
is less fashionable, when people do this
they are applauded, so why should it be
any different in the camera world? Take just
two prominent owners of Hasselblad luxury
cameras, ex-footballer David Beckham
and Paul Godbold, the owner of Luxurious
Magazine, we very much doubt that there
are many that can criticise their style or
knowledge when it comes
to luxury products.

The new Hasselblad Stellar II Hasselblad
expands its compact camera line with the
Stellar II, exclusively crafted for Aficionados,
Collectors and Connoisseurs with a rich
range of fine woods, finishes and details,
both on the camera and packaging. Michele
Channer, Hasselblad’s International Sales
Director declared, “Stellar II is a unique
object of desire.
It blends eye-catching beauty with
exceptional performance and comes with
the latest tech innovations. The new 20.2
megapixel Wi-Fi model, which can capture
outstanding images in almost any light,
comes with an option of four different grip
finishes: olive wood; walnut; padouk and
carbon fibre – and of course Zeiss lenses;
HD 1080/60p video and a 3.6 x optical
zoom capability are all standard on the
Stellar II.” Ian Rawcliffe, Hasselblad’s CEO,
said,

“FUELLED BY OUR ONGOING
COLLABORATION WITH SONY
AND ZEISS”

“THE POCKET-SIZED STELLAR
MODELS ARE PROVING
EXTREMELY POPULAR.
PHOTOGRAPHERS ARE
DELIGHTED TO HAVE THE
OPTION OF OWNING THE
LATEST TECHNOLOGY
MARRIED WITH HASSELBLAD’S
DESIGN VISION AND
HERITAGE.”
The new NFC technology and integrated
Wi-Fi specifically made for effortless and
intuitive image sharing on smart-phones,
tablets, and computers. The expanded
functionality also includes a 3.0″ highresolution screen with an increased 20%
dynamic range of motion. The advanced
anti-glare coating increases image
sharpness in high light environments, while
the multi-functional hot-shoe enhances
creative versatility with attachable flashes
and microphones. The Stellar II, with a price
tag of €1,650 (plus tax), was created for the
rare few people that truly appreciate the
harmony of artistry and technology.
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DE GRISOGONO
DE GRISOGONO REINVENTS THE LANGUAGE OF LOVE

secrets they harbour. A fascinating stone
radiating an enigmatic charm and with
which he shares a number of character
traits, amethysts are believed to develop
a higher state of consciousness, enhance
creativity and strengthen passion. For
a man who acts instinctively, his natural
intuition once again led him exactly in the
right direction.

SUCCUMB TO THE
ENCHANTING, CAPTIVATING
CHARM OF AMETHYSTS
ON VALENTINE’S DAY. A
DECLARATION OF LOVE – IN
SHADES OF PURPLE – FROM DE
GRISOGONO

F

or Valentine’s Day, de GRISOGONO
is celebrating LOVE with passion by
presenting these creations in subtle shades
of purple. A free-spirited Founder and
Creative Designer, Fawaz Gruosi reaffirms
his pioneering, visionary spirit. He did not
wait for the “PANTONE 18-3224” dubbed
“Radiant Orchid” to be named colour of
the year to bring amethysts back into
fashion, propelling them to the forefront
of international jewellery trends. This
sumptuous mineral, the most sought-after
in the entire quartz family, glows at the
heart of the collections from the House of
de GRISOGONO. A stone whose history
is strongly symbolic of eternal love, in
reference to Saint Valentine who wore a
ring adorned with an amethyst engraved
with the image of Cupid. A creative,
epicurean designer passionately in love
with life, Fawaz Gruosi fell under the spell
of amethysts well before discovering all the

Known as the “JEWEL OF FIRE”, the
amethyst has always attracted attention.
In ancient times, its sparkle and colour
were highly sought-after and considered
as precious as a diamond. The power and
diversity of its tones imbue the amethyst
with its magnetic, bewitching character.
Fawaz Gruosi has always been drawn to
the charm and beauty of this mineral and
is fascinated by the richness and intensity
of its nuances. Graced with a harmonious
combination of fuchsia, shades of pale
mauve and violet tinged with purple, the
amethyst also presents secondary colours
ranging from cold shades of blue to warmer
red hues.
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ranging from a fine Jewellery watch to
magnificent cocktail rings, playful looking
bracelets and refined earrings.

Intrinsically linked to love, it is the
emblematic Valentine’s Day stone and
symbolises the faithful love of two beings
whose everlasting union is blessed. For
more information, please contact Press &
Public Relations

ONCE UPON A TIME
A LOVE STORY
After making our heart beat, this unique
and bold high jewellery necklace has, for
a long time, won a woman’s heart. A love
story among many others, that speaks
about de GRISOGONO language of
love. de GRISOGONO created a unique
high jewellery necklace, which perfectly
expresses and embodies de GRISOGONO’s
passion for women. This necklace is a
symphony of gemstones, cuts and colours.
Combining one of Fawaz Gruosi’s favourite
precious stones, to the cut that perfectly
expresses its generosity and sensuality,
the cabochon-cut amethysts stand as the
centrepiece of this magnificent and unique
creation. While its bright colour enlivens
all the shades in the colour spectrum with
a seductively daring appeal, it blossoms
together with various matching shades such
as lavender-purple or pinkmagenta featured
through sapphires and tourmalines.

VALENTINE’S DAY
COLLECTIONS BY DE
GRISOGONO CELEBRATING
LOVERS ALL OVER THE
WORLD, DE GRISOGONO
CREATIONS – SET WITH THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL AMETHYSTS
– BECOME A SYMBOL OF
ETERNAL COMMITMENT.
Fascinated by the splendour and
magnetism of quartz with violet reflections,
Fawaz Gruosi has succeeded in making
amethysts highly desirable.
Raising them to the status of exceptional
stones, he reveals all their charms by
combining them with emeralds, diamonds,
sapphires, rubies, peridots and spinels.
Offering daring, acidulous combinations,
he creates productions in which purple
plays the number one role in compositions
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REAL ESTATE LISTINGS

BAHAMAS

DAR OLFA

FINELY CRAFTED WATERFRONT RESIDENCES
IN THE HEART OF CABLE BEACH

Located in the most prestigious enclave of all Morocco, Dar Olfa provides unparalleled amenities
on a scale that truly makes it a private palace. The private gated and walled enclave, in which
the estate is located, is accessed through a 600 meter long road and in addition, the estate
has its own gate & walls, providing an additional layer of security. The gently undulating road
leading from the private gate to the main courtyard is some 300 metres in length and provides
glimpses of parts of the overall estate before finally arriving at the main entrance. The grounds
encompass a waterfall with lake overlooked by a hill including a lounge-house for afternoon tea
as well as a tower for bird-watching. There is furthermore an extensive rose-garden; vegetable
gardens including a small forest of olive trees, a brook running some 300 meters, illuminated clay
tennis-court, a cascading set of fountains surrounded by verdant flower beds culminating in a
semi-circular pillared theatre for outdoor performances. The main house has five independently
designed main bedroom suits including private as well as commercial kitchens, several extremely
large drawing rooms, a three-storey library, a private night-club with its own separate entrance
from the 15-car underground garage, a dining-room seating 20 guests, a 16-seat private cinema
etc. Immediately adjacent, there is a 42 meter swimming pool as well as outdoor covered lounge
areas. Each individual bedroom suite has its own private garden and the marbled bathrooms
feature personally selected marbles sourced globally.The self-contained guest villa has four
independent main bedrooms including en-suite bathrooms and a 26 meter outdoor swimming
pool. The estate is also equipped with a private Hamam, sauna, indoor swimming pool, fitness- as
well as spa-& health-centre. This estate is designed and built to a royal specification and offers a
unique opportunity to acquire an unparalleled property in Morocco.

Introducing The Cliffs | Cable Beach, a stunning collection of 11 gorgeous waterfront homes
perched on a cliff in Nassau’s most desirable new address.
The spacious, well appointed homes - each with its own private pool overlooking the ocean
and garage were meticulously designed to meet the needs of the most discerning buyers, with
glorious attention to detail evident throughout. Live above the crowd and enjoy all the shopping,
dining, sights and sounds that Cable Beach and the nearby Baha Mar Resort have to offer.
Refined interiors that artfully blend the current & the classic. Each designer residence will feature
a combination of wide plank [oak] flooring & oversized porcelain tiles, 10 foot ceilings throughout,
recessed LED lighting, impact windows and doors and breathtaking ocean views from every
room. The open plan kitchen features Stainless steel Kitchenaid appliances, side by side fridge/
freezer, 5 burner ceramic cooktop, double oven, dishwasher and built in micro-wave.

COAST LINE
2804 COAST LINE COURT
Waterfront property in Las Vegas just minutes from the world-famous Las Vegas Strip! This
exceptional luxury home is situated on just under one half acre waterfront peninsula and features
floor-to-ceiling windows, dramatic vaulted ceilings and water views throughout. Just under 9000sf
with a contemporary open floorplan, gourmet kitchen, walk-out waterfront basement and indoor pool.
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LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

ONE HYDE PARK, 100 KNIGHTSBRIDGE, LONDON, SW1X

DERING STREET, MAYFAIR, LONDON

An exceptional one bedroom apartment which due to its style and size is the finest of its kind in the
building. Entrance hall | Reception room | Kitchen | Double bedroom | En-suite bathroom | Guest
cloakroom | Underground parking space| Wine storage | EPC C

A beautifully designed apartment providing 786 sq ft of luxurious living space in the highly soughtafter Mayfair development. Accommodation comprises reception room with floor to ceiling windows
and folding doors leading to a custom designed kitchen, bedroom suite with beautiful bespoke
finishes, and a generously proportioned bathroom. Verge Mayfair benefits from concierge service,
and is fantastically located for some of the Capital’s best shops and restaurants.

The building was interior designed by Candy & Candy to their highest specification and is quietly
situated behind the glass screen in front of Block C overlooking the colourful and well maintained
courtyard garden.Candy & Candy, world renowned for their uncompromising attention to detail and
style, have exclusively designed all the communal areas of the building, including the exceptional
spa and recreation facilities, the grand double-height reception lobby, the Park Library and the
Serpentine Suite

VILLA SIX
With no doubt one of the most beautiful views of the island, SIX has an unsurpassed location,
overlooking Pointe Milou. The villa offers an exceptional panorama of the spectacular sunset, from
the leeward coast of St Barts to the ocean and the
surrounding islets.
Designed by Olivier Dain, this elegant and contemporary villa fits perfectly into its environment.
Modern architecture and quality materials give it a unique atmosphere.This elegant villa was
constructed using high-quality materials including Bisazza tile, Lutron lighting, custom Donald
Kaufman paint colors, and Christian Liaigre furniture. The villa boasts a stunning open-plan
layout blending the living room, dining room, and kitchen, extending out onto the terrace where a
magnificent infinity pool awaits. The three bedrooms all have their own bathroom and two of them
have their own private outdoor jacuzzis.
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PRESARIO POINT
PRESARIO POINT: WHERE LUXURY AND MODERN LIVING INTERTWINE
Perfectly poised in the sought-after Ahwatukee Foothills, nestled against the South Mountain Preserve
on a peaceful 10-acre cul-de-sac hillside setting just south of downtown Phoenix, Arizona, lies an
extraordinary, custom-built, contemporary home. Perfect for the business executive, growing family,
those who love to entertain, and outdoor enthusiasts, Presario Point provides luxurious touches and
amenities that will make you want to call this modern contemporary masterpiece home.

DISCERNING DESIGN
With 8,900 square feet of modern living space that encompasses five bedrooms (all en-suite), plus an
additional full bath and three half baths, this secluded gem was exquisitely designed and built over
a period of two years by R. J. Bacon Company, Design Master of the Southwest, with its completion
in 2004. This architectural masterpiece offers comfortable living spaces that are flooded with natural
light and showcase stunning panoramic views from every room. The property’s custom features
include professionally landscaped grounds; a stone-paved driveway complete with parking courtyard
to accommodate up to eight vehicles; an elevator; clear storey ceilings throughout with floating light
panels and custom lighting fixtures; and smart-home technology, including automatic window shades
and screens, Crestron lighting, and surround-sound system. A number of stacked-rock accent walls,
together with Purpleheart wood, slate, terrazzo, and granite, complete the impeccable finishes found
throughout this meticulously designed home.

FINE CONTEMPORARY LIVING
The pivoting front door will leave you and your guests with a lasting first impression, as the entry foyer
welcomes you and leads to an expansive open-living plan. From the formal living room with large
glass doors that open out to the front balcony that features breathtaking panoramic views, to the
dining room with connecting butler’s pantry, each room personifies design and functionality. The main
kitchen is perfect for preparing, storing, and sharing culinary delights, offering the gourmet chef in you
a professionally equipped kitchen to indulge that culinary passion. When was the last time you saw
a walk-in refrigerator and arctic walk-in freezer in a personal residence? This spacious kitchen has
both in addition to a commercial-style range and top-of-the-line professional appliances. A bar and
generous great room provide ample seating for relaxing or watching a favorite film. It is here that the
living experience is maximized with floor-to-ceiling sliding-glass panels that open completely to create
the ultimate in indoor-outdoor living experience. With the secluded mountainside setting, a cascading
waterfall, heated diving pool, spa, water features, and the outdoor barbeque and kitchen, the perfect
environment for entertaining awaits.If you seek a quieter movie setting, feel pampered in the 12-seat
theatre room, complete with 10-foot screen, HD projector, Crestron A/V system, and mini-kitchen.
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THE MASTER SUITE
The master suite is located on the ground level of the home, truly a haven unto its own, with his-andhers walk-in closets, separate full en-suite bathrooms with a soaking tub and rain showers, wet bar,
and personal refrigerator. Sit and relax by the fireplace on a cool evening or open up the glass wall that
overlooks the secret grotto and fall asleep to the sounds of the cascading waterfall. In addition to the
main master, each of the additional four bedrooms is a mini-master in its own right, with en-suite baths
in all. Three bedrooms connect to the study and library area complete with built-in file cabinets and a
gliding ladder system to obtain those hard-to-reach books. This is the perfect space for a good book,
studying, research, or completing a time-sensitive paper on your computer. When you need a break,
head to the home gym and get in a workout or stretch on the ballet barre, complete with mirrored wall.
With its timeless contemporary feel, this exceptional home features many handcrafted furniture pieces
that perfectly complement the sleek, modern architecture and custom finishes throughout. The custom
furniture is being made available as an option to purchase in order to maintain the
home’s unique character.

AHWATUKEE FOOTHILLS - PHOENIX, ARIZONA
Presario Point is situated in the Ahwatukee Foothills, an affluent suburb of Phoenix, located south of
the city and just 20 minutes from Sky Harbor International Airport. The home backs to South Mountain
Preserve, the largest municipal park in the United States, which encompasses 16,000 acres and 58
miles of trails for hiking, biking, and horseback riding. Ahwatukee is home to high-quality education,
including the Kyrene and Tempe school districts, numerous private and charter schools, and both
Maricopa Community College District and Arizona State University, with the W.P. Carey School of
Business and Barrett Honors College. Phoenix is the commerce hub of Arizona with a population of
4.3 million in the metropolitan Valley of the Sun. Many Fortune 500 companies have made their home
in this bustling capital city, including Avnet, PetSmart, Insight, ON Semiconductor, Apple, General
Motors, Intel, Boeing, and Amazon. Culture abounds in the Valley of the Sun, where Native American,
Latino, and European influences intermingle. Shopping includes high-end boutiques and large indooroutdoor malls. Renowned museums and major sports teams call the city home, and both national and
international touring artists and entertainers visit throughout the year, including the 2015 Super Bowl, the
annual Waste Management Open hosted by TPC, and Barrett-Jackson Collector Car Auction.
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